
  

Wireless module layout compatibility 
Upgrade smoothly with nested GSM/UMTS/CDMA/LTE designs
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This is why u-blox has maintained form-factor compatibility 
throughout its GSM/GPRS (SARA/LEON), UMTS/HSPA/CDMA2000 
(LISA), and LTE (TOBY) wireless module families.

To facilitate nested designs, u-blox provides application notes and 
PCB reference designs with schematics, Gerber files and bill of 
materials for 1.8 V and 3.0 V systems. 

When designing wireless modem products that must accom-
modate 2G/3G/4G variants or region-specific versions requiring 
different frequency bands, PCB layout issues can generate a long 
list of expensive design and logistic problems. 

The best way to avoid this issue is simple: layout compatibility 
across the entire range of wireless modems. With this solution, 
a single PCB layout can be designed for use by all end-product 
variations.  

Example of 2G/3G/4G layout compatibility:
nested design accommodates SARA GSM, LISA UMTS/CDMA and TOBY LTE modules on the same footprint

LEON-G1 GSM/GPRS module

SARA-G3 GSM/GPRS modules

LISA-U2 series UMTS/HSPA(+) modules

LISA-C2 CDMA2000 1xRTT modules

TOBY-L1 LTE modules

Layout compatible with

Nested design combination chart for u-blox wireless modules
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u-blox’ module roadmap philosophy
Form factor and layout consistency
When it comes to modules, u-blox adheres to a core design 
philosophy: maintain form factor and software continuity to allow 
customers to easily upgrade their products with each new genera-
tion of u-blox positioning or wireless modules.

The key benefit is simple: customers do not need to keep changing 
their PCB designs whenever u-blox introduces an improved version 
of its module products. Simply drop in the next generation module 
on the existing PCB and start testing!  As a leading global supplier 
of Wireless and GPS/GNSS modules, u-blox has established these 
compact module form factors as de-facto industry standards:

1) Leadless Chip Carrier                                                     2) GPS, GLONASS, QZSS; Galileo and BeiDou ready                                                     3) Land Grid Array

These form factors establish the base of our positioning and wire-
less module families, a philosophy that has been consistently ap-
plied over previous generations. In addition to providing a smooth 
upgrade path for your designs, form factor consistency allows for 

easy interchanging of module family members to adapt to end-
product variants targeted at specific regions or feature-sets. This 
applies especially to u-blox’ wireless 2G/3G/4G module products.
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Series Package/dimensions Features

Package/dimensions Features

18-pin LCC1

9.7 x 10.1 mm

24-pin LCC1

12.2 x 16.0 mm

28-pin LCC1

17.0 x 22.4 mm

96-pin LGA3

16.0 x 26.0 mm

50-pin LCC
18.9 x 29.5 mm

76-pin LCC
22.4 x 33.2 mm

Universal UMTS/HSPA(+) and CDMA2000 modules

Full-featured GSM/GPRS modules

Small, scalable, low-power GSM/GPRS modules

Feature-rich GPS/GNSS2 modules

Flexible, configurable GPS/GNSS2 modules

High-performance, compact GPS/GNSS2 modules

Positioning modules

Wireless modules

TOBY
152-pin LGA3

24.8 x 35.6 mm High-speed LTE modules


